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This paper contrasts two ideas of journalism as a ritual of communication and as a ritual of an

objective professional norm by textually analyzing five newspapers’ coverage of the 2004

presidential campaign between John Kerry and President George W. Bush, whose mnemonic

battles over Vietnam served to illustrate two fundamental concepts of objective history and

cultural memory. Journalists’ professional norms failed to reframe the politicized memories in any

meaningful way. Instead, journalists used the conflicting collective memory as the substitute

frame, reenacting the original conflict in the newspapers. This paper explores a specific example

of how memory processes are employed through journalism.
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Introduction

Collective memory of the Vietnam War evokes either a gallery of negative images

(such as US troops setting fire to Vietnamese huts) or patriotic thoughts reinforced by

Rambo. When journalists and others writing in the nation’s newspapers confronted a new

war*the second Iraq War*with similarities to the old Vietnam quagmire, the coverage

about the war contained similar schizophrenic characteristics. Many columnists, editorial

cartoonists and others made much of the re-fighting of Vietnam in the pages of

newspapers, even as the battle on Iraqi soil raged and the assured American victory

faltered. The old controversies of this past war became a divisive issue for the 2004

presidential campaign between George W. Bush and John Kerry, whose actions during

Vietnam 30 years ago came under scrutiny. Journalists attempted to sort out not only

what happened three decades ago but also how the actions of these politicians in the past

might translate into their future leadership. Inevitably, journalism’s success in its mission to

relay an objective reality became fodder for debate and criticism. The situation provided

an opportunity to explore how the past becomes relived in the present through

newspapers that have vowed to present the truth. What happens when ‘‘facts’’ lack any

national agreement?

Much research has been devoted to how journalism helps construct a collective

identity (e.g. Carey, 1992 [1989]; Gans, 1979; Kitch, 1999a; Zelizer, 1998); others have

examined politicized memory (Kammen, 1993; Savage, 1994) and how people use the

press to evoke the past in order to make sense of the present (Edy, 1999). A separate set of

literature examines the professional norms of journalism in objectivity and its love of

historical facts to portray and explain world events (e.g. Bennett, 1996; Mindich, 1998;

Schudson, 1978). What emerges are two distinct concepts of journalistic purpose*one is
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that communication serves as a kind of ritual to understanding the past so that a

constructed, collective reality can be achieved, and the other is that journalism ritualizes its

practice through standard professional norms so that the appearance of a ‘neutral’ reality
can emerge. This paper contrasts the two ideas by examining the 2004 presidential

campaign between John Kerry and President George W. Bush, whose mnemonic battles

over Vietnam clashed two fundamental concepts of objective history and cultural memory.
A textual analysis of the election coverage in five newspapers reveals that even three

decades after the war’s end, multiple and conflicting frames of Vietnam endure in the

press. Politicians co-opted the conflict for political gain, and media tried to sort it all out
through ‘‘objective’’ rituals of sourcing. Journalists’ professional norms ultimately

embodied*and inflamed*a long-standing competition between history and memory,

and failed to reframe the politicized memories in any meaningful way for the individual
candidates’ past actions. Instead, journalists employed the conflicting collective memory

as the substitute frame, essentially reenacting the original conflict in the pages of the

newspapers. Past and present blurred and became nearly indistinguishable in the
conversations about these two candidates. Ambiguity over what ‘‘really’’ happened ruled

the conversation; ‘‘fact’’ and fiction intermingled according to political games. Journalists
sought the ‘‘real’’ story and in the process found and perpetuated a memory

metanarrative that was contrary to their instincts. This paper offered a chance to explore

a specific example of how we employ memory processes through the press.

Literature Review: Journalistic, Historic Reality or Ritualized
Communication of Memory

Nearly a century ago Lippmann (1920) suggested that the journalism world make
use of the scientific method to better portray an objective reality. The industry was already

well on its way to standardizing copy (Mindich, 1998; Schudson, 1978). To achieve truth,

journalists engaged in a strategic ritual of objectivity (Tuchman, 1972) that still frames the
profession. Scholars from the 1940s’ Hutchins Commission to Jamieson and Waldman

(2003) have taken journalism to task for failing to be ‘‘custodians of fact’’ (Jamieson and

Waldman, 2003).
The term, ‘‘custodians of fact,’’ to describe journalists necessarily implies a rivalry

with historians, who are also charged with preserving facts. Today’s journalism researchers

and scholars of the past write of both roles in identical terminology. Halbwachs noted that
history is a record of changes put into context and that ‘‘the historian can only truly

achieve his task by deliberately placing himself outside the time lived by those groups that

participated in the events covered’’ (Halbwachs, 1992, p. 107). Similarly, Tuchman (1972),
Kitch (1999b), Kovach and Rosenstiel (2001) and other journalism researchers discuss

reporters’ constant attempts to ‘‘distance’’ themselves from events, to be ‘‘independent’’

to provide context. As in history, journalistic routines incorporate the judicious use of
quotation marks, official sources, witnesses and documents (Tuchman, 1972).

Sourcing in history and journalism is equally problematic when it comes to

recounting the past. What constitutes fact? In journalism, news tends to be a standardized
commodity relayed by officialdom (e.g. Jamieson and Waldman, 2003). Agreed-upon facts

include those pieces of information that can be confirmed or are recorded in some official

manner. Army records would be one example. Memory as a journalistic source, which
is neither standard nor a commodity, is considered suspect and couched with the words
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‘‘s/he said’’ and paired with ‘‘real’’ evidence that can verify the memory (or at the very least,

other memories in the scientific belief that a replicated result is more valid and reliable). In

history, personal memory is also suspect because of the lack of impartiality, although the

idea of ‘‘bearing witness’’*which historians refer to as oral history*signifies a measure

of authenticity if not credibility (Irwin-Zarecka, 1994, p. 152). Nevertheless, ‘‘recorded or

archived materials are more likely to enter into public memory than materials that are

never recorded,’’ as Schudson (1995, p. 359) points out. Journalists prefer official

documents whenever possible because such evidence exudes an air of authenticity*
even though such sourcing often proves to be as problematic as oral histories (Zelizer,

1992). The point to be taken here is that the methodical processing of this official record is

compulsory for both historians and journalists. Such processing has become a ritual.
In reality, journalists get caught up in the making of news to fit our society’s current

needs and desires. Some scholars (notably Carey, 1992 [1989]) refer to this as a different

kind of ritual, one of communication as culturally constructed for and between the players

of society as opposed to a strategic method toward forming a profession. Some scholars

are cynical about what this means for journalism’s noble goals of a democracy informed by

the truth. Who determines our needs, ask scholars like Bennett and Edelman:

The daily life stories that embody the truths of social elites and their publics seem

objective because they were confirmed time and time again by self-fulfilling selection of

documentary details. Information that doesn’t fit the symbolic mold can be ignored,

denied, or rationalized out of serious consideration. (1985, p. 158)

Kitch links this ritual of communication with memory and with journalism:

Decades and centuries are the creations of people who need to make sense of the

passage of time in their own lives. Summing up the past at these intervals, then, is a form

of ritual in which nation becomes single, unified communities. Journalists are both its

members and its leaders. (1999a, p. 146)

Zelizer (1992), in her analysis of the John F. Kennedy assassination, also notes

journalism’s increasing reluctance to release the role of the past to historians.

It is the very ritual of objectivity that allows journalists to achieve the necessary

cultural authority to relate these news stories about the past (Schudson, 1992; Zelizer,

1992). The shield of objectivity allows a measure of authenticity even as the writer re-

remembers for present-day uses: ‘‘Neither memories nor histories seem objective any

longer. In both cases this selection, interpretation and distortion is socially conditioned’’

(Peter Burke as quoted in Schudson, 1992, p. 52). One of the forces at work here, adds

Schudson (1992), is the instinct to oversimplify the past into narratives with beginnings,

middles and ends. Kammen (1993) notes the tendency of these tellings and then retellings

of critical events and official memory to become politicized. Indeed, Lang and Lang (1989)

argue that as time goes on, the event in collective memory becomes a mediated event

made up of a stock of images, which Schwartz (1998) refers to as frame images that create

a collective memory of our past understanding to serve as a model for the present. What

actually happened becomes distorted and controversial. The resulting mnemonic battles

involve entire societies fought in the public arena (i.e. in journalism), according to

Zerubavel (1996). Halbwachs (1992) has also predicted dissension when memories collide.

Nerone (1989) adds to this thought: ‘‘Any site of historical investigation will yield multiple
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competing true narratives . . . which yields to many truths but no Truth’’ and therefore no

unified meaning (Nerone, 1989, p. 101).

One would assume that journalism, faced with such conflicting memories, would fall

back on its strategic ritual of objectivity when our ritual of communication fails to develop

one unified story. Story frames should revert to frames of the professional norm: the he

said/she said versions that are properly sourced with documents and evidence and the

liberal use of competing counter memories, as happened in the wake of the World War II

concentration camps in Europe (Zelizer, 1998). But such tricks were either unavailable or

not sufficient in this particular retelling of an event 30 years old*the Vietnam story of

John Kerry in the Navy and George Bush in the National Guard. The issue arose during the

presidential primary in the summer of 2003 when several of the Democratic candidates

lambasted the president for the Iraq War. This Iraq War, officially begun to oust Saddam

Hussein, was growing increasingly unpopular. Kerry, who emerged as the Democratic

frontrunner early on, had been a Vietnam veteran decorated for his commanding of the

Navy’s swift boats. He was also known for his anti-war activities that angered veterans

when he came home. Bush, meanwhile, secured a National Guard posting in Texas where

he trained to be a pilot during the Vietnam War. As the campaign between the two heated

up in late 2003, politically connected groups countered both candidates’ histories in

Vietnam. Each side* including the Swift Boat Veterans for Truth (against Kerry) and the

Texans for Truth (against Bush)*challenged the authenticity of the official record to cast

doubt on the ability of the man to take charge of the current war in Iraq.

Even the literature examining the collective memory of Vietnam reveals varying

viewpoints of whether that war had been resolved in the minds of Americans. The Vietnam

Veterans Memorial and subsequent Hollywood movies about the war serve as cultural

cues for society that America’s presence in that country was justified (Clark, 2000; Sturken,

1997) or at least indicate that we are now healed from the open wounds the war left

behind (Turner, 1996). Or, the memorial wall offers a chance at reflection (as understood

when visitors note their mirror image on the wall’s shiny surface) at what was bad, and

what should not be again (Neal, 1998). Either way, many scholars had contended that a

measure of closure had been achieved through cultural artifacts*at least up until this

2004 presidential election. During this campaign battle between President George Bush

and Democratic contender John Kerry, it became quickly clear that this renewed raging

discourse over Vietnam’s ambiguous past for America and the media had ideological

implications for the current war in Iraq.
Zelizer (1998), Kammen (1993) and others have long contended that when historical

documents reemerge in the present, they can be reread and reinterpreted for present-day

uses. In this case, historic documents re-emerged only to be challenged by personal

memory of an old war darkened by the shadow of a new war. This competition for sources

failed to produce any kind of national consensus narrative about a Vietnam reality;

journalists debated the story’s merits rather than analyzing what actually happened. It is

my contention in this essay that what was really going on during the journalistic coverage

of this campaign rhetoric had as much to do with nationalmemory about the Iraq War as it

did with political fighting over Vietnam history or its significance for Iraq wartime

leadership. What happens when a mnemonic battle occurs because of a present political

situation about a future remembrance over an event not yet complete? This 2004

presidential campaign seemed a logical landscape on which to explore this dichotomy.
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This paper examined 106 news articles, columns and letters from The Washington

Post , 75 from The Boston Globe , 61 from The New York Times , 27 from the Austin-American

Statesman in Texas, and 25 from the Chicago Sun-Times . The newspapers selected
represent a variety of political and geographic viewpoints*one from Kerry’s hometown

(The Globe ), one from Bush’s home (Statesman ), their political home (The Post ), and a

conservative mid-west paper for balance (Sun-Times ). A Lexus-Nexus search using the
keywords ‘‘Vietnam,’’ ‘‘Swift Boat,’’ and ‘‘National Guard’’ from June 1, 2003 to November 2,

2004 yielded results that were then culled for campaign-related coverage. The research

attempted to answer the following questions: How did the newspapers source the
Vietnam past of George Bush and John Kerry? In what ways did memory and historical fact

compete in the writings on this issue? What effect did the sourcing have on the framing of

this issue during the campaign? Did any kind of collective consensus emerge? And, finally,
what is the relationship between past, present and future in this discussion? For each

article, column and letter, I examined the dominant narrative and the words within,

looking for the overall frame of the past. I compared each element to those on other days,
in other papers. I ferreted out the writers’ sources for their evidence, separating what was

presented as fact with what could be considered opinion. And finally, I considered
questions of past and present, exploring the connections between Vietnam with the Iraq

War today in each piece.

First this paper demonstrates the tension between memory and historical data in
these newspapers, and then the sourcing tug-of-war that resulted in conflicting frames.

Finally, the paper addresses the notion of time, scrutinizing how past, present and future

blended into a temporal tempest under the cover of ‘‘news.’’

A Competition of Sources

Official military records become a diary for history, for these facts are penned by

someone wearing a uniform and trusted by Uncle Sam. However, in this story, what would
normally have been accepted as a factual record was compromised by hearsay. The young

John Kerry either shot a Vietnamese teen or killed a Vietcong operative. The future

president, George Bush, either partied irresponsibly or fulfilled his obligations in the
National Guard. Although journalists made a show of employing their scientific

methodology to relay what actually happened, subjective memory and objective history

were treated as equal in this coverage.
Reporters sprinkled their coverage with words like ‘‘fact’’ and ‘‘testimony’’ and

‘‘evidence’’ and ‘‘proof’’ and ‘‘witness,’’ employing all the journalistic tools at their disposal

to create an objective look at the past. An Austin-American Statesman reporter (Herman,
2004b) made sure to note which 1972 memos about Bush in the National Guard were

signed, and which unsigned*presumably suggesting that the distinction said something

about the information’s credibility even though both came from the military’s official
records. In addition, the reporter attributed comments made in the memo to the memo

itself, as opposed to the commander who wrote the memo, thereby further positioning

the past account as an official document versus someone’s subjective opinion (Herman,
2004b).

Most paragraphs in these stories contained attributions*a journalistic ritual of

objective sourcing. Yet an examination of the sourcing reveals official-sounding credibility
within ambiguous evidence. For example, The New York Times wrote about Bush’s pilot
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scores in the Guard ‘‘according to The Dallas Morning News,’’ a newspaper from Bush’s

home in Texas (Halbfinger, 2004, p. 26). Where did the Dallas Morning News get this

information? The reporter did not mention. The article made a point of using detail to

authenticate the story of both Bush and Kerry, using quotation marks around

unsubstantiated details that the reporter noted came from ‘‘letters’’ or ‘‘journals,’’ thus

defining constructed pieces of memory as part of the official record.
In this Boston Globe piece, reporter Kranish (2004a) writes about an ‘‘affidavit’’ (a

very official-sounding document) that was little more than someone signing his name to a

memory. In this particular article, the affidavit itself is questioned by other memories, and

vets were said to be ‘‘standing by’’ their recollections (Kranish, 2004a, p. A1). In many

places, reporters used journalistic idiom such as ‘‘on-the-record’’ or the passive voice to

indicate that the professional rules were being followed even as they relayed politicized

memory as historical fact. In this Chicago Sun-Times article about the problematic history

of Kerry, the author liberally peppered his article with official terminology, such as the

exact name of the form meant to authenticate Kerry’s record:

The Kerry campaign has repeatedly stated that the official naval records prove the truth

of Kerry’s assertions about his service. But the official records on Kerry’s Web site only add

to the confusion. The DD214 form, an official Defense Department document

summarizing Kerry’s military career posted on johnkerry.com, includes a ‘‘Silver Star

with combat V.’’ But according to a U.S. Navy spokesman, ‘‘Kerry’s record is incorrect. The

Navy has never issued a ‘combat V’ to anyone for a Silver Star.’’ (Lipscomb, 2004, p. 43)

Specific, official details made for authentic reading. Constantly official records (i.e.

historical knowledge) contested memory in this coverage, as in this Washington Post

article: ‘‘Newly obtained military records of one of Sen. John F. Kerry’s most vocal critics,

who has accused the Democratic presidential candidate of lying about his wartime record

to win medals, contradict his own version of events’’ (Dobbs, 2004a, p. A01). Journalists

juxtapositioned what they knew to be fact from military documents alongside personal

accounts.
But what happened when the reverse occurred, and memory trumped the official

document? Journalists ended up contradicting themselves, in my opinion. For example,

after that Chicago Sun-Times article (Lipscomb, 2004) called into question the official

document by using the memory of the US Navy spokesperson, the reporter attempted to

infuse a source with credibility by describing how ‘‘B.G. Burkett, a Vietnam veteran himself,

received the highest award the Army gives to a civilian, the Distinguished Civilian Service

Award, for his book Stolen Valor ’’ (Lipscomb, 2004, p. 43). The article challenged an official

record of an award while simultaneously using an official award as an authentication tool.

This cast an ambiguous light on the ‘‘factual’’ details. If we cannot rely on official records,

then what is journalistically sacred? I remind you of Schudson’s (1995) contention that

what is set down on paper as recorded and official for journalists trumps what historians

value in oral history for historians. Yet in this coverage, reporters attempted to turn

memory into history. For example, reporters used the term ‘‘report’’ to describe personal

accounts by people; this term (a shortened form of reporter) gave the sourcing an

objective air, as if the memory, like the reporter, merely relayed what happened.

‘‘Democrats moved quickly to give an old issue new life Wednesday as new reports and

newly released records rekindled the controversy about President Bush’s long-ago stint in

the National Guard,’’ wrote reporter Ken Herman for the Austin-American Statesman
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(2004a). The article switched back and forth between formal documentation and personal

accounts. In this September 9 article, recollections and personal accounts became on par

with military records in their credibility.

In many cases, memory won out in the battle over what happened, as evidenced by

the emphasis and positioning of the sourcing in news articles. For example, in this Boston

Globe piece, the reporter also alternated between what the documentation revealed and

what 30-year-old memory recalled. However, the article ended with memory; the last point

left in readers’ minds had to do with a constructed piece of evidence, as opposed to

agreed-upon historical data:

In an interview, Meehan said there was no paperwork for such missions and he could not

supply a date. That makes it hard to ascertain or confirm what happened. Kerry served on

two swift boats, the No. 44 in December 1968 and January 1969, and the No. 94, from

February to March 1969. Michael Medeiros, who served aboard the No. 94 with Kerry and

appeared with him at the Democratic National Convention, vividly recalled an occasion

on which Kerry and the crew chased an enemy to the Cambodian border but did not go

beyond the border. Yet Medeiros said he could not recall dropping off Special Forces in

Cambodia or going inside Cambodia with Kerry. (Kranish, 2004b, p. A10)

Here the reporter took official documentation as far as it could go, supplying the

exact numbers of the swift boats Kerry commanded, for example. However, memory

rescued history by filling in the gaps where official record left off.

Journalists noted this divergence from traditional standards. Boston Globe columnist

Thomas Oliphant (2004) mused over how the sourcing conflicts might be influenced by

new abilities to create history through money, power and new technologies:

We are influenced by eyewitnesses, not by people whose stories keep changing or are

contradicted by official records. We are used to arguments over things like war records,

but the burden of proof is with the accuser and Kerry’s accusers cannot shoulder it with

the credible evidence required of credible stories. But there’s another way in now. Raise

some Bush buddy Texas money, create a TV ad, hire a right-wing loony to put together a

smear book, and cable TV producers desperate for shouting matches are happy to oblige.

The result then gets recycled into the serious press because ‘‘questions’’ have been raised

about Kerry’s record that couldn’t survive a minute under traditional standards. (Oliphant,

2004, p. F11)

Note his use of the term ‘‘eyewitness’’ (i.e. bearing witness, a formal way of providing

evidence evoking thoughts of law enforcement and officialdom), and his contrast of this

with fickle remembrance*when in fact the two are essentially the same. Oliphant was

describing the way in which history can become politicized through the co-opting of

memory. But, in doing so, he helped transform the story about past actions into a diatribe

about journalism sourcing, according to my interpretation of this.
This strategic frame dominated the coverage, as in Haberman’s column (2004), ‘‘We

have met the news, and it is us’’ in The New York Times . During the campaign, CBS anchor

Dan Rather reported that it had obtained documentation of Bush’s inadequacy in fulfilling

his Guard obligations. Ensuing media reports argued over whether the ‘‘facts’’ were

properly evidenced, trekking out counter documents and personal accounts, as in

one article by Michael Dobbs and Thomas B. Edsall in The Washington Post , ‘‘Records

Say Bush Balked at Order; National Guard commander suspended him from flying, papers
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show’’ on September 9, 2004. The documentation turned out to be faked. The story

became the sourcing issues, what would happen to Rather and journalistic integrity, as

opposed to what actually happened to Bush in the Guard and what it might mean for the
campaign:

CBS News anchor Dan Rather apologized yesterday for a ‘‘mistake in judgment’’ in relying

on apparently bogus documents for a ‘‘60 Minutes’’ report charging that President Bush

received favorable treatment in the National Guard, ending a nearly two-week-long

defense of the network’s journalistic conduct that media analysts say has badly hurt its

credibility. (Kurtz, 2004b, p. A01)

This Washington Post article was written by the media critic, Howard Kurtz, instead

of by Michael Dobbs, the reporter on the Kerry!Bush Vietnam beat who wrote all the
previous stories about Bush in the Guard. The choice of the reporter indicated that the

story had moved from the realm of the campaign to the world of journalism. Kurtz (2004b)

asked Rather if he felt ‘‘tarnished’’ because he had not discovered the fakery before

publication. The use of this word implied that the silver shield of objectivity had been
sullied. Rather had failed to fulfill the ritual of objectivity and he*and his National Guard

story*was now ridiculed by the journalistic community.

As in much of the coverage, journalists gave up trying to figure out the ‘‘real’’ past of
Bush and Kerry, and instead concentrated on how what was being said about the past*
regardless of the proof of its truth*changed the current political landscape or

journalism’s reputation. Consider this example in The New York Times :

The report relied in large part on four memorandums purported to be from the personal

file of Mr. Bush’s squadron commander, Lt. Col. Jerry B. Killian, who died 20 years

ago . . . Mr. Rather and others at the network are said to still believe that the sentiment in

the memos accurately reflected Mr. Killian’s feelings but that the documents’ authenticity

was now in grave doubt. The developments last night marked a dramatic turn for CBS

News . . . (Rutenberg, 2004, p. 20)

Why did the developments mark such a dramatic turn for CBS and not the politicians

and the people involved in the story itself? This kind of reporting was done even as

reporters continued to pair themselves with historians, and paid lip service to the
desirability of ‘‘documentation,’’ as in this Washington Post piece: ‘‘The lack of outside

verification of the military personnel records of the candidates has made it more difficult

for journalists and historians to evaluate their Vietnam War-era service, which has been the
subject of lively election-year debate’’ (Dobbs, 2004b, p. A07). In this article, Dobbs

detailed the sourcing conflict, guessing at where the missing pieces lay without providing

any conclusion about what actually happened. I am suggesting that this was in part
because a conclusion could not be drawn.

Since no national or even journalistic consensus existed, reporters were at a loss, and

so used any source available to write the story. Kurtz lamented this tendency:

From the contours of John Kerry’s war wounds to George Bush’s failure to take a National

Guard physical to a book’s disputed allegations of drug use at Camp David, the media

seem consumed these days with excavating the down-and-dirty past. All too often the

details are murky, the evidence secondhand, the documents doubted, the arguments

driven by high-decibel partisanship . . . If journalists devoted the same investigative

energy to the candidates’ efforts to bolster Medicare and Social Security or deal with the
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mess in Iraq*as opposed to precisely what happened on the Bay Hap River in 1969*
perhaps more people might find campaign coverage compelling. (2004a, p. C01)

In the end, the conflicting sourcing exemplified and dramatized the mnemonic

battles over Vietnam between John Kerry and George Bush. The tension between history

and memory, official record and personal account, journalism and political rhetoric
obfuscated the real truths of the past. The resulting stories left readers confused not only

about what they were supposed to know about Bush and Kerry’s past, but also the

significance of that past for today. The competing sourcing necessarily resulted in
competing frames for the news stories, and the columns and letters that followed.

The Result: A Competition of Frames, and of Eras

Journalists remind us of national memory (and help to reshape it) through the ritual

of communication but in an ostensibly objective manner. Before the campaign began in
earnest, two dominant frames of the candidates appeared: Bush as a cowboy, good-ole-

boy, and Kerry as a hero with a conscience, as can be seen in this Post article, ‘‘What Did

You Do in the War’’ from December 2003: ‘‘George W. Bush joined the Texas Air National
Guard and was lackadaisical about fulfilling even that mild commitment. John F. Kerry was

a battlefield hero and then a leader of the antiwar movement’’ (Kinsley, 2003, p. A31). Bush

was irresponsible, not cowardly; and Kerry in Vietnam was framed as hero who had a
change of heart, not a disloyal dissident.

As the election drew closer, these frames became perverted as each political party

purposefully tried to alter the image of the opposing candidate. The method couched the
issue in the terminology of the objectivity language to suggest authenticity and thus gain

credibility. For example, Swift Boat Veterans for Truth and Texans for Truth surely

disseminated ‘‘truth’’*their names said so! Columnists and letter-writers also co-opted
journalism’s strategic ritual in an attempt to reform the Vietnam frame for political

purposes. In the Chicago Sun-Times , this columnist used a list as proof of Kerry’s proper

reality during Vietnam:

A 34-year-old flier lists speakers for an anti-Vietnam War rally at Valley Forge State Park,

Pa., Sept. 7, 1970. Included were two of that era’s most notorious leftist agitators, the Rev.

James Bevel and Mark Lane, plus actress Jane Fonda, a symbol of extreme opposition to

the war. Leading off the list was a less familiar name: John Kerry. So much for the

contention by Kerry supporters that his connection with ‘‘Hanoi Jane’’ (so called for her

later visit to the enemy capital in time of war) was accidental juxtaposition in a

photograph. In fact, Navy Lt. Kerry returned from heroic wartime service to help lead the

radical Vietnam Veterans Against the War, whose diatribes against flag and country are

shocking from the distance of three decades. (Novak, 2004, p. 37)

Novak contrasted prior journalistic reports with similar authenticating sourcing
techniques and words such as ‘‘in fact.’’ In the process of reinterpreting history, he

reframed the past and Kerry’s participation in it. Kerry here is a turncoat ‘‘against flag and

country,’’ not a decorated hero.
Such mnemonic battling occurred throughout the year of campaign coverage.

These five newspapers essentially created a new Vietnam War within their pages with the

conflicting frames the contrary battlefields. People wrote letters detailing their own
activities during the war, reenacting what happened as if personal accounts of the same
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general time period alone could expose the specific history of Bush and Kerry. One man in

an Austin-American Statesman letter even resurrected memory of his big football games

from high school 20 years ago to prove reliability of Vietnam battle memories (Jackson,

2004). Columnists pitted one side against the other, charging that Kerry was a traitor or

Bush a coward*reminiscent of Vietnam-era shouting matches when the country was

divided over the war and its motivations (Sturken, 1997). Reporters framed their news

stories about the issue using Vietnam battle language and war themes of hero, honor and

duty, but had only people’s foggy memories to back up such declarations.

Washington Post reporter Hanna Rosin profiled one of the leaders of the Swift Boat

Veterans for Truth, Roy Hoffman, by painting a portrait of a man with no gray areas in life,

only right and wrong, friend or enemy. The article described Hoffman’s attempt to

discredit Kerry’s war record as a ‘‘crusade’’ and ‘‘a new kind of war’’*similar language

used to frame the current War on Terror. Even the title of the article, ‘‘Unfriendly Fire’’

firmly placed the storyline about a campaign issue as a battle in of itself. Most significantly,

critics in the article accused Hoffman of ‘‘rewriting history’’ in order to ease his conscience

about his own actions in Vietnam (Rosin, 2004, p. D01). And yet, the entire article sourced

only Hoffman’s diary, his Vietnam memories or the memories of others.
In some articles political pseudo-events were cast as literal battles over the past.

Washington Post reporter Dana Milbank described a surreal exchange between two

Vietnam vets, each representing a side in the campaign, at Bush’s Texas ranch:

The old soldiers came to reenact the Vietnam War here Wednesday on the plains of

central Texas. Their commanding generals: John F. Kerry and President Bush. Their

mission: An exchange of letters. The result: Pure farce . . .With about 30 journalists

watching, the two veterans circled each other in the 95-degree heat at a checkpoint

outside the ranch, holding their letters as if they were hand grenades. Then*without

exchanging letters* the two retreated to face the cameras at a nearby schoolyard. (2004,

p. A06)

The two vets parried and retreated with their hand-grenade letters, prompting the

writer to compare the scene to something out of fiction. Yet the episode was straight out

of the Vietnam War past. Milbank assigned military roles and a mission objective to what

was no more than a political stunt. In the end, the two opponents ‘‘escaped,’’ finding other

means to deliver their letters.

Finally, every battle begets injuries, and much ado was made about the tearing of

scars from Vietnam during the campaign, such as ‘‘Wounds Open Anew as Vietnam

Resurfaces,’’ in The New York Times (Eagan, 2004, p. A1). People called for a stop to the

‘‘Vietnam crossfire’’ (Wilogren, 2004, p. A24) and shared their ‘‘Vietnam fatigue’’ (Broder,

2004, p. A10); editorial cartoons suggested people could not wait for Vietnam, oops, the

election to be over (Keefe, 2004).

The New York Times ran an editorial cartoon that showed Kerry at his desk in the

campaign office. Behind him was a calendar, open to a picture of a Swift Boat and the

words ‘‘Vietnam 1969.’’ A man asks him, ‘‘Think it’s, um, time to change the calendar?’’

(Wilkinson, 2004, p. WR5). From the first words of his acceptance of the Democratic

nomination, ‘‘I’m John Kerry, and I’m reporting for duty,’’ past mixed with present, and

journalists allowed the candidates*as well as their constituents and eventually

themselves*to relive and thus reclaim yesterday to politicize today, even as they poked
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fun at the tactic and frantically tried to debunk it using their established practices of

verification.

This Washington Post columnist, Art Buchwald (2004), mixed past and present

together in a way that parodied the politicized aspect of memory. He parodied both the

conflicting sources and the conflicting frames of this issue by portraying Bush in Vietnam

using Iraq syntax:

Bush was grabbed off his base in May of 1972 by a CIA operative and flown to Langley,

where he was told, ‘‘Georgie boy, we want you to parachute into Vietnam and find out if

the Viet Cong are smuggling weapons of mass destruction along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.’’

‘‘Yes, sir.’’ ‘‘Your mission will be top secret, and must never be revealed.’’ ‘‘What’s my

cover?’’ ‘‘We have listed you as serving in the Air National Guard. Your records will show

you were in Alabama.’’ . . . A few nights later Bush messaged his contact at the CIA. ‘‘I just

heard from an unimpeachable source that Ho Chi Minh’s people and an al Qaeda terrorist

met in Prague. I will swear on a stack of Bibles there is a connection between the two.’’

‘‘Good work* this is the kind of stuff the White House needs if it wants to justify our

involvement in Vietnam . . . ’’ . . . ‘‘What about my pay?’’ ‘‘We’ve destroyed your records.’’

‘‘Hot dog.’’ (Buchwald, 2004, p. C03)

The sarcastic use of documentation highlighted how easily memory and what we

think of historical knowledge can be altered*or at least, that journalists’ use of ‘‘records’’

and ‘‘unimpeachable sources’’ should be suspect. The column purposefully employed Iraq

War language (such as weapons of mass destruction), placing it into a Vietnam setting,

thus mingling the two wars and two radically different eras. In fact, some of the news

articles framed the stories as if the last 30 years had not happened at all, as in this Boston

Globe piece about a former Vietnam protester today:

Jack Hoffman is wound up. At 64, he can hardly contain himself as he rails against the

war in Iraq and frets over the presidential race. He hasn’t felt this much fire in the belly,

he said, since he shouted antiwar cries during the Vietnam War. ‘‘I went to sleep for 32

years,’’ said Hoffman. (Kocian, 2004, p. A1)

Here, Hoffman, relayed by the journalist, evoked a screen image of Rip Van Winkle,

the fairytale gentleman from colonial days who passed out during a disquieting marriage

and life only to wake with renewed vigor and sense of purpose 20 years later during an

equally tumultuous political time. Indeed, the intervening years between Vietnam and

Iraq*the 1980s and 1990s (including the first Gulf War)*were rarely referenced in this

particular mnemonic battle.
For many, the Vietnam issue merely represented a distraction, as evidenced by this

Chicago Sun-Times editorial in February 12, 2004:

Like two surgeons comparing medical degrees as they enter the operating room, the two

men who aspire to run this country for the next four years*our current president,

George W. Bush, and the putative Democratic contender, Sen. John Kerry*are

approaching a daunting, difficult task, but with Kerry distracting both of them, and us,

with a matter that bears little relevance: their service during the Vietnam War. (Chicago

Sun-Times , 2004, p. 45)

This editorial suggested that we were ‘‘distracted’’ by Vietnam, yet the very wording

of the piece belied its connection between past and present. The reference to the two as
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surgeons implied that America was now on the operating table, with Iraq presumably

the malignant offender to be cut out. Thirty years ago, Vietnam also lay on that operat-

ing table. In addition, the implication here is that we have two capable surgeons with
medical degrees ready for the job, and that they will abide by the Hippocratic oath to do

no harm.

Time and again, the coverage suggested that there was a lesson to be learned from
Vietnam that should be applied to Iraq. Much of the coverage that contrasted Vietnam and

Iraq tended to include a story moral, as in this Boston Globe column: ‘‘Kerry should focus

more on the lessons of Vietnam, and less on his heroics in Vietnam. If he were true to those
lessons, he would not be telling voters he would have voted to authorize war with

Iraq knowing all that we now know’’ (Vennochi, 2004, p. A13). Was the country heroic

and conscientious or merely irresponsible and pugnacious to invade Vietnam and Iraq?
In the framing of the issue as a reenactment of the war, the coverage hinted at

possible memories for the Iraq War. After detailing Kerry and Bush’s losses in past

elections following Vietnam, Halbfinger (2004) ended The New York Times piece
with ‘‘There would be plenty of time for comebacks,’’ implying that Iraq is the next

opportunity to win for Bush and Kerry, to redeem themselves for whatever blights might
be on their past records. After summing up the Iraq War with the words ‘‘this paradigm is

so similar to Vietnam as to be frightening,’’ Chicago Sun-Times columnist Andrew Greeley

continued:

One recalls what Sen. George Aiken said of Vietnam: The best strategy would be to claim

victory and go home. The present administration has proven itself very skilled at spinning

reality so that truth becomes invisible . . . The spin masters could fool the majority of the

American people into believing that defeat was really victory. Having been clever enough

to steal an election, the administration may well be able to pull off an imaginary victory

in Iraq. (2003, p. 49)

I contend that these mnemonic battles played out a fight over the politics of Iraq’s

eventual memory*a war that had not even ended, a war that many people feared would
have no ending or would end in an imbroglio of miscarried intentions with no real

conclusion, much like Vietnam. Will this new war be remembered as a democratic fight for

freedom that victoriously toppled a dictator, or as something less noble and more
gruesome, as a war with the taint of scandal such as Abu Ghraib and lots of dead American

teenagers? The coverage provided a vessel in which a competition for memory of the

future, as well as of the past, resided. Because there was no national consensus on either
Vietnam or Iraq (and there never will be), journalism’s attempt to set down what

happened failed. Memory triumphed over fact, despite the news profession’s mantra of
objective, independent sourcing.

Discussion and Conclusion: A Ritual of Sourcing Hints at New Memories

This coverage chronicled multiple stories about a past of 30 years ago in a way not

dissimilar to what happened immediately after Vietnam when films mixed fact with
fantasy in war reenactments, according to Sturken (1997). Perhaps having been

conditioned from our rituals of remembering, veterans again came out to give their

own reenactments of the war in present-day coverage. Were they remembering history, or
memories? The answer matters for journalists, who seized upon these testimonies and
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pounded them into their objective realm as historical knowledge. Kammen (1993) posits

that memory and history have become commingled, and Zerubavel (1996) suggests we

could not have it any other way: ‘‘The fact that such discord exists at all reminds us that

our memory of the past depends not only on what objectivity was, since . . . we evidently

do not all remember it the same way’’ (Zerubavel, 1996, p. 296). So, the details from certain

‘‘reports’’*both official and not*became facts that framed a narrative structure, a meta

myth (Bennett and Edelman, 1985). The meta myth in this case manifested itself through a

journalistic blanket of insisted authenticity, consisting of a constructed truth woven with

‘‘facts.’’ In these stories, ‘‘fact’’ embodied historical data culled from official sources paired

with the kind of personal accounts traditionally rejected by journalists and historians. If we

believe that Halbwachs was right when he wrote, ‘‘A remembrance is in very large

measure a reconstruction of the past achieved with data borrowed from the present, a

reconstruction prepared, furthermore, by reconstructions of earlier periods wherein past

images had already been altered’’ (1980 [1950], p. 69), then how can journalists rely on

such memories and still be dedicated to truth?

Scholars have documented such mnemonic battles before, but they have found that

journalism generally picked one opposing frame or another. In this case, no national

consensus about the candidates’ individual historical actions emerged from the stories.

Each letter, column and news article might have clarified history, but instead, each writer

wrote history anew in this campaign coverage. The ritual of communication turned into a

mess of frames that wobbled and refused to support a unified story about the past. The

end result was a frame of conflict, and a re-battling of an old war. Each new reenactment

in the pages of the newspaper, each new storyline started a new frame, but one with the

same old characters. Journalists criticized each other for the lack of consensus, evolving

the story into a tale about sourcing as opposed to the past truth.
Irwin-Zarecka (1994) writes about retelling the past for the present in a way that we

can learn from our mistakes and be guided through future obstacles. Within this

reenactment of the war there lies a motivation to resolve the Iraq crisis, harmoniously.

Kerry is a military hero, contended his supporters, not a war protester. Bush was an ace

pilot in the National Guard, not a young man with concerns about the direction of the war.

Reporters did not delve into the Vietnam conundrum, but rather tried to investigate

whether Kerry was indeed a hero or Bush dutiful through memories rather than history.

Journalists foundered, confusing what people said for the facts of the past and creating a

metanarrative of memory that triumphed over the official record. This meant a new official

record emerged, one based on recollections rather than ‘‘pure’’ history. Ingrained rituals of

communication trumped journalism’s best intentions for their strategic ritual of

objectivity. In the end, the journalists gave up, and ended up writing about writing the

story.

Ironically, the very reason Iraq had been compared with Vietnam in the first place*
the problematic reality of nontraditional fighting as well as the suspect motivations for

invading the country in the first place*played little role in the campaign coverage about

the issues and the candidates. The lessons reiterated from the re-telling (and re-fighting) of

Vietnam funneled into our consciousness about Iraq. What happened in the journalism of

the discussions of this past was not just about an objective retelling or a politicized

memory, but also about a collective conditioning, perhaps preparing us for how we will

remember Iraq as something different than Vietnam.
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